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I would like to
Book an Appointment
Straighten my Teeth
Replace Missing Teeth
Fix my Worn Teeth
Fix Gaps Between my Teeth
Replace my Dentures
Fix my Chipped Teeth
Fix my Broken Teeth
Have Whiter Teeth
Fix my Crooked/Crowded Teeth
Have a Perfect Smile
Replace my Crowns
Replace my Veneers
Replace my Silver Fillings
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Reviews
“Thank you for my recent treatment at Charlbury Dental Practice. I had to have...”
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Phoebe Marsh

“Another great experience yesterday at the Charlbury Dental Practice. COVID measures were brilliant and...”
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Harriet Benham

“I've been going to Charlbury Dental Practice for over two decades and the service...”
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Hugo Pickering

“A calm setting, friendly receptionists, and gentle healthcare team. Everyone here goes the extra...”
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Elisabeth S

“There's a wonderful team at the Charlbury Dental Practice. A warm and personal greeting...”
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Tim Dowling

“I can't thank Kam enough her time, care and attention to detail in improving...”
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Rebecca Gilmore

“One of the best dentists I've been to. Everyone who works there greets you...”
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Tristam Jones

“I used to hate dentists so much that I gave up going. However, my...”
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Tammy Hiscock
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            Josh Freeman11:45 19 Aug 22
                                Realy happy with Airflow appointment today. Great advice and impressive results 😁
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            Lisa Hadfield-Law22:39 26 Jul 22
                                I saw the hygienist Elena first who was the height of professionalism and kindness.  She was quick and efficient without making me feel rushed and provided useful advice.  I then saw the dentist Bhavin.  Again ,he was the height of professionalism and kindness and went above and beyond the call of duty.  Explaining in absolutely understandable detail the current state of my teeth, what was possible and what was advisable.  His passion for his work was hugely engaging, but he did not allow his own interests to interfere with what I needed.  I have worked as an educationalist with dentists around the country and the world, and I can honestly say that today's experience was very impressive indeed.  Well done Charlbury Dental Practice
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            Helen Holwill15:44 19 May 22
                                In the past I have been a very nervous patient at the dentists, but that has all changed. I can't recommend the staff at Charlbury Dental Practice highly enough. Lesley, on reception, has always been warm, welcoming and extremely helpful and has made a real effort to remember me and my children. Bhavin Patel is excellent: he explains things clearly and goes into as much (or little!) detail as you need, and is approachable and very reassuring. I felt respected and in control of what was happening to me (as far as you can be!). I had my first filling with him, and then today an extraction, and it was all fine and very manageable. Far better than I could have imagined. A big thank you to Bhavin and his wonderful dental nurse Alix. It's still not a fun activity of course, but going to the dentist no longer frightens me.
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            John Walton17:33 17 Apr 22
                                Over the last few months I have been seen on a number of occasions by Bhavin Patel who, in my view, is extremely good, both clinically and in how he explains his thinking.  it has always been a pleasant experience.  I have only given 4 stars merely because I think 5 stars imply perfection which I believe no clinician could achieve.  So I am very happy to recommend him.
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            Rebecca Gilmore14:01 07 Oct 21
                                I can't thank Kam enough her time, care and attention to detail in improving the appearance and alignment of my teeth.  The results have far exceeded my expectations and I am truly delighted.
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            James Breen15:05 27 Jul 21
                                Welcoming and friendly, first class quality and treatment, a pleasure to have dental work done there.
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            Tammy Hiscock16:37 16 Jul 21
                                I used to hate dentists so much that I gave up going. However, my teeth needed a little help. Reluctantly I thought I would try this dentist as it was highly recommended.Everyone were friendly and relaxed. As I entered the room my dentist and dental nurse were lovely. I was becoming more and more relaxed. I was told what was happening at every stage. I chose what music to listen to. Nothing was rushed.I am so pleased I no longer have to hide my teeth.Can't thank them all enough.I travel 2 hours to visit this practice, that is how happy I am with them all
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            Margie McGregor22:12 25 May 21
                                Full of caring love.Sometime we, as individuals may have more unusual needs, but it is possible to merge together and truly care.
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            Phoebe Marsh09:16 25 Mar 21
                                Thank you for my recent treatment at Charlbury Dental Practice ...I had to have a damaged tooth removed...I do have a fear of injections so was not looking forward to the procedure at all.Dr Bhavin Patel carried out the procedure after he had very carefully explained what he was going to do.....I was apprehensive especially re the injections, but I have to say, I was amazed how well it went, yes it was uncomfortable, but I didn't feel real pain or fear during the procedure.I have been a patient on and off for many years when I have been in this district and the treatment I have received has always been excellent...I have no reservations about recommending being a patient there......
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            Harriet Benham07:28 17 Sep 20
                                Another great experience yesterday at the Charlbury Dental Practice. COVID measures were brilliant and myself and my family felt incredibly safe. The whole team are all so lovely and welcoming, thank you as always to you all, you work so hard and it’s not unnoticed!
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Just as it is for humans, hamster dental care play
[image: Just as it is for humans, hamster dental care plays a crucial role in their overall health and well-being. A balanced nutritious diet helps both hamsters and humans to develop strong bones and teeth, so pay attention to what you eat!🐹#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist🐹]  







Have you ever thought a carrot could give you a he
[image: Have you ever thought a carrot could give you a healthier smile? Your parents might insist you eat carrot in your meal or even raw carrots because they are good for your eyes. But the surprising thing is, carrots provide your oral cavity a plethora of benefits: o It contains the healthy elements our mouth needs: (Vitamin A, Biotin, Vitamin K1, Potassium, Phosphorus, Calcium) o Carrots also have high levels of fibre o Carrots improve bone health o It cleans off the plaque build-up naturally o It encourages saliva production#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







All of the staff here at Charlbury Dental Practice
[image: All of the staff here at Charlbury Dental Practice would like to wish you a very happy Easter!Our message, not just for Easter time but for all year round, is that tooth decay is 90% preventable. This is through reducing sugar consumption, twice daily brushing with a fluoride toothpaste and routine visits to a dentist. Look after you teeth so you can enjoy an occasional sweet treat without toothache.#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







Happy New Year with the same set of teeth!🦷#d
[image: Happy New Year with the same set of teeth!🦷#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







All the Team at the Charlbury Dental Practice wish
[image: All the Team at the Charlbury Dental Practice wish you a Merry Christmas!#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







We are proud to announce that Dr Jai Jandu BDS (Ma
[image: We are proud to announce that Dr Jai Jandu BDS (Manc) MFDS RCS (Eng) AFHEA, a new dentist, has joined our team at Charlbury Dental Practice to work alongside with Kam, Bhavin and Sam.Find out more about Jai in our latest newsletter: https://online.fliphtml5.com/sunbq/xzcj/#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







DON’T LET HALLOWEEN BE SCARY FOR YOUR TEETH
•	
[image: DON’T LET HALLOWEEN BE SCARY FOR YOUR TEETH • Avoid hard sweets that can crack or chip your teeth. • Consider non-sweet treats like healthy snacks. • Set limits on sugary treat intake. • Eat the sweets immediately after a meal. Saliva output, which helps clean teeth by washing away the bacteria-caused acids, increases during meals. • Avoid sticky sweets that clings to your teeth, allowing cavity-producing bacteria to flourish, or can pull fillings and crowns off the teeth.#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







Maya updates you on the latest Post-Covid-19 safet
            [image: Maya updates you on the latest Post-Covid-19 safety measurements. She explains that we are moving back towards "normality" but nevertheless ensuring that your journey is as smooth and most importantly safe as well as efficient as possible.#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







Please check out the latest Practice News in our S
[image: Please check out the latest Practice News in our Spring Newsletter. https://online.fliphtml5.com/sunbq/gcos/#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







We would like to wish all our patients, friends an
[image: We would like to wish all our patients, friends and living creatures of this Planet a very Happy Easter!#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







Our brand NEW WEBSITE is up!https://www.charlbur
[image: Our brand NEW WEBSITE is up!https://www.charlburydental.co.uk/#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







Something BIG is coming!#dental #dentalpractice 
[image: Something BIG is coming!#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







Our NEW WEBSITE coming next week!!!
We are excited
[image: Our NEW WEBSITE coming next week!!! We are excited to announce that the new website is going to bring improvements to our patients. It will be easier to navigate, faster and bring a range of new developments. Keep aneye on our Instagram and Facebook pages for more information soon!#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







All the Team at the Charlbury Dental Practice wish
[image: All the Team at the Charlbury Dental Practice wish you a Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year!#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







It is with the very greatest of pleasure that we c
[image: It is with the very greatest of pleasure that we can announce that Dr Cara Wilson BDS (Hons) MFDS (RCS Eng), a new associate dentist has joined our team at Charlbury Dental Practice. 🌐 www.charlburydental.co.uk ✉️ reception@charlburydental.co.uk 📞 01608 811 095#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







Along with the whole Nation, everyone at the Charl
[image: Along with the whole Nation, everyone at the Charlbury Dental Practice were saddened by the passing of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. We extend our heartfelt sympathy to the Royal Family and all of those whose lives she touched.#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







DENTAL IMPLANT, the solution for the TOOTHLESS PRO
[image: DENTAL IMPLANT, the solution for the TOOTHLESS PROBLEM!🌐 www.charlburydental.co.uk ✉️ reception@charlburydental.co.uk 📞 01608 811 095#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #tootpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







The EMS Air-Flow® is a pain free, non-invasive pr
[image: The EMS Air-Flow® is a pain free, non-invasive professional tooth cleaning treatment with Guided Biofilm Therapy using warm water. It is recognised as one of the most efficient methods of tooth cleaning and combating discolouration which can work wonders on even the most persistent of stains. Book your appointment with one of our hygienists:🌐 www.charlburydental.co.uk ✉️ reception@charlburydental.co.uk 📞 01608 811 095#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #toothpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







Wondering when you should first bring your child t
[image: Wondering when you should first bring your child to the dentist? Give us a call or email us and we will make that first appointment a special one! 👌🦷 🌐 www.charlburydental.co.uk ✉️ reception@charlburydental.co.uk 📞 01608 811 095#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #toothpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  







1...2…3…Snap
We’re all about capturing those
[image: 1...2…3…Snap We’re all about capturing those beautiful smile makeovers here at the Charlbury Dental Practice. Book in today for your consultation!🌐 www.charlburydental.co.uk ✉️ reception@charlburydental.co.uk 📞 01608 811 095#dental #dentalpractice #teeth #tooth #dentist #privatedentist #cosmeticdentist #dentistry #smile #oxfordshire #westoxfordshire #charlbury #invisalign #oralhealth #oralhealthtips #dentalimplants #implants #dentalphobia #teethwhitening #whitening #veneers #dentalemergency #smilemakeover #teethcleaning #lockdown #toothache #toothpain #covid19 #emergencydentist]  
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